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SANTA A
REPUBUCANl

BROKE FOR X-MASl
Deeply respected for his love
of life, wisdom, and friendship, the Highlander dedicates
this issue in honor of Dr.
Hooyman.
See page 8-9

Highlander writer
Jimmy Sengenberger
has a little "Onion"
fun.
Seepage7

Money doesn't always get the
best gifts. Give something
meaningful, while saving your
bucks this Christmas.
Seepage 15
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HO! HO! HO! Several families visited the Regis campus Saturday, Dec. 6, to take photos with Santa. Sponsored by Alpha Sigma Nu and the Highlander, the event provided
free hot chocolate, coffee, and cookies, as well as free printouts for all pictures taken. Senior Marcus Trucco, student body president, is pictured above as Santa. He was one of
four volunteers to accept the holiday responsibility.

Peace Market brings a fair trade Christmas to Regis
Bobby Guererro

Staff Reporter

One such organization, "Little
Something," provides women who are
talcing refuge within the United States
with material to knit clothing items.
The organization then sells the items
and direct the profits back to the
women. Little Something also pro-

Last Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec.
9-10, the 15th annual Holiday Peace
Market brought together a variety of
vendors, representing developing
nations as well as refugees from third
world nations. The Peace Market,
organized by University Ministry, was
held in the Faculty Lounge in the
Student Center.
Originally organized by Ken
Phillips, assistant to the vice-president
for University Art/Fine Arts for
Mission, this year's market was organized by Erin Benson, coordinator of vides English as a second language
tutoring for free.
faith and justice programming.
"The primary purpose [of the Peace
Benson in particular wanted to
Market]
is to provide alternative shopbring together vendors that were fair
the
holidays and educate peoping
for
or direct trade. Many of the vendors
the
importance of conscious
ple
about
sold items made by, or on behalf of,
consumption,"
said Benson.
the underprivileged.

Further, the vendors allow the artisans of poor countries to earn extra
income to help with basic needs like
food and clean water.
Another popular vendor, the microeconomic
development
project
"GreenFingers," provides people with

"The primary purpose [of the Peace Market] is
to provide alternative shopping for the holidays
and educate people about the importance of
conscious consumption," said Benson.
low income the stepping stones
towards employment.
Created by EarthLinks to benefit
homeless and low-income people, the
GreenFingers website explains that
participants grow an abundance of
flowers and plants to create products

available for sale, including pressedflower bookmarks and decorative.
This year, an larger number of countries were represented at the market,
including Vietnam, Thailand, Ghana,
Uganda, Rwanda, Ecuador, Brazil, El
Salvador, Palestine/ Israel, Laos,
Zambia, India and Ethiopia.
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"Drought-like" conditions stress campus grass
Contact the Highlander
3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Stop
1-8; Denver, CO 80221

OUR GRASS
IS STRESSED
BY DROUGHT
CONDITIONS
PLEASE HELP
SAVE IT BY
STAYING ON
DESIGNATED
WALKWAYS

Our Mission:
As the staff of the Regis
University weekly publication,
the Highlander, we intend to
serve the campus and the
neighborhood by providing a
forum for news, information
and exploring ideas.
Our publication is designed
to cultivate awareness,
undestanding and
dialogue about matters of
community importance.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Maricor Coquia
PHOTO BY Maricor Coquia
Recently, Physical Plant posted several signs around campus to "gently" remind students to reduce the stress on the campus'
grassy areas, particularly in certain "opportune spots" around the Quad and Grotto.

Amber Alarid
Staff Reporter
It's that time again. Finals are
approaching, holiday shopping season
has begun and the airports are packed.
Stressed? Rest assured, you are not
alone. So is the grass.
On Nov. 24, Physical Plant posted a
plea on InSite: "Please stay on the
sidewalks. Stay off the beaten track,
take the road less traveled and please
stay on the sidewalks." Soon afterwards, signs were posted in various
spots throughout the Quad and Grotto
(the grassy area in front of O'Connell
Hall), as\ung sw.d.ents to stay on the
'siuewaTu.. rather than \:n:e grass. 'The

pDSiILMIS urrtt;pmise-:tuairrecent probr
lem aiound campus caused by people

walking across the grass at "very
opportune spots," says Patrick
Schlanger, director of plant operations.
The continuous traffic over the same

paths on the grass, combined with
what Schlanger calls "drought-like
conditions," have lead to strips of dead
grass all around campus. Physical
Plant is declaring "drought-like conditions" because of the mild fall in
Denver that was accompanied by limited rainfall.
·
As for the sign, which states that
there is currently a drought (rather
than a "drought-like" situation), the
signs are being in a sense "recycled."
Rather than order new signs that "cost
the environment and our pocketbooks," Schlanger explains that
Physical Plant decided to reuse the
signs used at the time of the 2004
summer drought. Schlanger admits
that dte ~a.s -do,tnot sey exactly what •
Physical Plant is currently facing, but
they come close enough to get the
point across to the Regis community.
Schlanger hopes that students don't
misunderstand the signs. The signs
are not meant to keep students from

walking on the grass, but rather to
"remind people gently ... to make your
own path," rather than further damage
the grass where others have walked
before. "Our intent is really to benefit
everyone," he says, and to keep a "nice
appearance" around campus.
Schlanger believes that most people
would be surprised to know that the
trucks and tractors Physical Plant
drives over the grass do less damage to
plants than the shoe of one person.
The multiple, specially-designed tires
on the trucks distribute the weight
more evenly over a larger area.
Schlanger contrasts this with the
example of a cowboy boot or a high
heel, where the person's entire weight
is placed on a, very small area, pushing
into the ground. When the ground is
tightly compacted, oxygen is limited to
grass, and it consequently dies,
Schlan~er explains.

Editor-in-Chief

Ring in the holiday season with the
annual Ceremony of Lights, Lessons,
and Carols.
The event will be on Dec. 12 at 4
p.m. in the Chapel, co-sponsored by
University Ministry and the University
Office of Mission. It invites the Regis
community to gather into the holiday
season and be hopeful during tough
times. This year's ceremony is themed
around hope, titled: "A chute shall
spring forth."
The theme originates from the Old
Testament fro:r:n the Prophet Isaiah
that says a chute shall spring forth
from the stump of Jesse. "A stump
which looks like it's been decimated,
but out comes a plant, brining new life
to the tree. It's about hope," and the
renewal of hope during difficult times,
says Ken Phillips, assistant to the vice
president for university art and consultant for the celebration this year.
The event will feature music from
the Collegium Musicum, the Regis
Concert Choir, and the 2008 LL&C
Community Choir. It is open to the
public.

This past Sunday, Dec. 7, sixteen
Regis College undergraduates were
inducted into Alpha Sigma Nu (ASN),
the honor society for Jesuit Colleges
and Universities. Acceptance into
Alpha Sigma Nu is considered the
highest honor given on a Jesuit campus.
Held in the St. Francis Regis Chapel,
parents and students gathered to celebrate the impressive achievements of
exceptionally accomplished juniors
and seniors.
Acceptance into ASN is based on
three distinct criteria: Scholarship,
Loyalty, and Service. The process for
selection involves several steps, and is
highly competitive.
First, students are invited to apply,
with eligibility limited to those within
the top four percent of the University.
The next step in the selection process
then involves a rigorous review of
applications.
This year's inductees boasted
resumes of nearly perfect 4.0 GPA's
and endless lists describing years of
volunteer service. Perhaps most distinct of the honorees, however, was the
students' dedication to the Jesuit
ideals of "men and women in the serv-
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intense curiosity to find for themselves
the way "they ought to live."
ASN also inducted an honorary
member, Dr. Daryl Palmer, associate
professor of English.
Following the induction, current
and newly inducted members and
their families celebrated the students'
accomplishments in a reception held
afterward in the Mountain View
Room.

Seniors
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Steve Ngo
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thought. Editorials are the
opinions of the author, and
therefore may not necessarily
reflect the views of Regis
University or the Highlander.
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~:~::sculptu~~ by science building nears completion

for this.
"The specific piece that we saw of his
that
us say 'ah this would be
It has t~en about two years, but the great made
for the science center,' was his
construction of the stainless steel
Cr?ss, located between the Pomponio double helix sculpture [called the] 'tree
Science Center and the Coors Life oflife.' It had the right faith roots and
Dire~tion Center, nears completion. science roots commingled. He was
someone who would really understand
Russian-born
sculptor/architect
the commission," Phillips said.
Alexander Tylevic of Minnesota created The Cross.
The Construction Process
The process beg.an in Spring 2007,
Mike Redmond, associate vice pres~rou~h conversation and coordina- ident of Physical Plant and Capitol
~on with the artist. The piece was envi- Projects described the process from
s10ned The Cross, to serve as an indica- "cradle to grave." Preliminary work
tor of campus identity.
began in November and December
"Father Sheeran had a mandate that 2007 , but major work began in March
this be a piece that would really pres- of this year and workers have been
ent a public image to the world that constructing the piece ever since.
would immediately give a visitor or
The concept was presented to
someone driving by, an immediate Capitol Projects in the winter of 2007.
sense of our identity," said Ken Contracts were signed in the spring
Phillips, assistant to the vice president and campus contractors worked with
for university art.
the artist to begin the construction

Sta.ff Writer

The Pomponio Family
Connection
Donated and funded by the
Pomponio Family, who has a close
relationship with the University, The
Cross stands about 35 feet tall between
the two buildings.
The Pomponio family connection to
Regis dates back to the early 199o's.
Felix Leonard, Rosemarie, and
Yolanda Pomponio grew up on Mary
Crest Farm, land Felix Pomponio
owned just across from what is now
Federal Blvd. Felix became friends
with John Brisben Walker, the entrepreneur developer who owned Mary
Crest farm and had donated the land to
the Jesuits where Regis University new
stands. Felix Leonard attended Regis
University in the early 1950s. Leonard,
Rosemarie, and Yolanda attended
Mass on campus.
They have always had a close connection with Regis and donated and
funded many other projects on campus
including the newly renovated science
building, named after the Felix
Pomponio family. The Cross is a continuation of the science renovation.
Looking for Aesthetic
Engagement
Ken Phillips and Dr. Tom Reynolds,
vice president for Mission, looked
through portfolios of different sculptors for chapel art and found Tiyevic's
work filed.
They were looking for work that complemented both faith and scientific
disciplines. Drawn to Tylevic's "Tree of
Life," Phillips knew that piece would
be perfect for the space.
"I fell in love with his work because
of how he handled the figure. He also
has this sort of architectural/ geometric/conceptual side to him that is very
strong and that became his ruling aes-

TUESDAY - Second Annual Regis
"Snow Queen" contest. Dining Hall,
starts at 9 p.m. Come root for your
next Snow Queen from a pool of
seven contestants!
WEDNESDAY - Warren Miller Film
in the Ranger Grille. 9 p.m. There
will be lots of fun door prizes.
THURSDAY - Third Annual "Snow
Ball" formal. This year, it's at the

pretation, however there are several
components to the piece that are symbolic and indicative of Christian
thought.
"There's a great deal of sophistication to it. Alexander had the skills and
the brain power and the soul in this
piece. Its very geometric and mathematical but its not soulless," said
Phillips. "There's a real pride and certainty about bis work."
Compared to other campus art, The
Cross is one of the most conceptual
pieces on campus . It is "predominately abstract which opens it up to the
world of ideas so you'H look at the
sculpture and think more about it "
Phillips said.
'
The crown of thorns portion of the
piece was completed last week and all
major portions of the art work are to
be completed this week, said
PHOTO BY Josh Hardin
Redmond. The whole process is
expected to be completed in mid Jan. above. The fact that all those elements
process.
of 2009 and dedication of the piece is come the together at the center of the
Bennett, Wagner and Grody, a con- to follow.
cross, is an indication that we live in
struction company, coordinated the
both world, the world of the infinite
installation of the piece. The plaza Conceptual Key Points of The and the finite," Phillips added.
itself (the sidewalks, the underground Cross
Imagery around the cross will conheating and cooling lines, and seating)
The Cross itself, a central symbol of vey elements of research done by
was designed around the art piece in
Christian thought, also "establishes Jesuit scientists. Tentatively, the spiorder to "fit the scope" Tylevic envi- coordinates, [reminiscent of] the com- ral wraps around the base of the Cross
sioned for his piece. Capitol Projects pass. [There are many] layers to what a will have scientific elements cast in
and Turn Key Construction are work- cross can be [but it can] establish bronze. Elements will include a frog to
ing hand in hand to put the piece direction, a place in time and space," represent biological studies, a rat to
together.
said Phillips. "You can look at it as represent psychological studies, a leaf
During the process, alterations were pure geometric design, as a symbolic from the organic sciences, and lunar
made to the plaza in order to protect activity, [or] religiously," he said.
elements and phases of the moon.
the Regis community and the piece
Metal cables holding plates of
Two spirals at the bottom of the
itself. "We were concerned about the dichroic glass emanate from the center cross, one cast bronze, is a scientific
maintenance of the piece," said of the cross symbolizing "rays" that interpretation of the Tree of Life,
Redmond, a project manager during extend upward toward the sky and reflective of the scientific disciplines
the process.
downward toward the ground, to show taught in the building; a second, rib\ike spiral bas names ot noted
Imagezy around the cross will convey elements of bon
Jesuit scientists and their achieveresearch done by Jesuit scientists. Tentatively, the ments in various disciplines in the history of science. The Tree of Life spiral
spiral wraps around the base of the Cross will have will be fabricated in bronze and etched
with inscriptions listing the scientific
scientific elements cast in bronze.
achievements of the Jesuits. Other cast
The company, concerned about how "earth and heaven meet in the bronze elements will portray the evosnow plows hitting the sculpture dur- person of Jesus Christ," Phillips said. lution of life and lunar forms indicating the winter seasons and skateboard- The glass will cast different colors in ing the phases of the moon.
ers and students walking through the the light as viewers move around the
The sculpture and plaza concepts
are inseparable. The spiral section of
plaza who could get hurt, elevated the sculpture.
cross on a base. This elevation added
The base of the sculpture, charcoal in the sculpture grows from the "spiral"
about five feet to the height of the piece color, will be embedded with elements pattern (an Archimedean spiral/chamthat now totals about 40 feet tall.
of the zodiac. "It indicates the move- bered nautilus) of the plaza.
The orientation of the cross was an ment of time, the seasons, the moveThe East/West and North/South
obstacle facing the constructers how- ment of the planets, and stars might be crosswalks converge at the cross.
''There's a great deal of sophistication
ever, communication between Tylevic imbedded in the surface. There sort of
and campus contractors established an astrological awareness metaphor to it. Alexander had the skills and the
how the cross would angle itself that is occurring that [speaks to the brain power and the soul in this piece.
between the two buildings, according idea of] measurable time," Phillips Its very geometric and mathematical
to Redmond. The sidewalk system was continued.
but it's not soulless," said Phillips.
modified for the sculpture to fit at the
Above, the Crown of Thorns is com- "There's a real pride and certainty
right angle and the plaza itself is raised posed of flying elements representing about his work."
to offer protection of the piece.
the cosmos. The Crown, indicative of
A seating wall around ''The Cross" the kingship of Jesus can be interpret- For more information and visuals of
work
visit
allows students to enjoy the plaza area ed many ways. The Crown is a circle, Alex Tylevich 's
and the artwork itself. As with any representative of "eternity; so you have www.tylevich.com.
piece of art, the Cross is open to inter- finite time below and infinite time

Downtown Aquarium. Buses will
start leaving at 8:45 p.m. Doors for
the dance open at 9 p.m. There is no
charge for the dance. Last dance
at Midnight, then back to Regis. Make
sure to bring a few dollars to take
some photos with Santa!

FRIDAY -This week, we'll have tickets to two different movies playing
at Olde Towne Arvada. "Cadillac
Records" and "The Day the World

Stood Still." Pick up your tickets at
the Office of Student Activities at
3p. m.

NEXT TUESDAY - Finals Breakfast.
Doors open at 9 p.m. and close at
10 p.m. Fuel up for finals with a free
breakfast in the Dining Hall.
RUSGA and Student Acts serve you
pancakes, sausage, eggs, bagels,
fruit, etc. See you there!

AND DON'T ORGET:
1. Applications for the Spring Break
Habitat trips to Ft. Myers
and Biloxi are still available in the
Office of Student Activities.
2. Also, if you still need a shuttle to
DIA on the Thursday or Friday of
Finals week, drop by Student Acts and
fill out a form. $15 each way - which
goes to the Habitat trip fund.
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WHICH WAY TO HEAlTH CARE REFORM?
Socialized medicine isn't the answer; freedorri is
Jimmy Sengenberger
Staff Writer

The thought of nationalizing healthcare is tantalizing for many Americans.
Yet socialized medicine would cost
hundreds of billions of dollars, create
lengthy, life-threatening wait lines and
result in inferior care.
Not to mention that nationalized
healthcare is not truly free because
somebody is going to pay for it-and
that somebody is you, the taxpayer. In
oi:d.e1: to com.\)ensate fo,: the costs, our

taxes would have to go up.
The United States' healthcare system contains the greatest innovations,
the highest-quality care and some of
the best doctors in the world. The
problem with our healthcare system is
the disparity between those who can
afford it and those who cannot.
President-elect Barack Obama's
nationalization plan, like former
Republican presidential candidate
John McCain's tax credit proposal,
does not address the fundamental reasons healthcare costs in America are so
high.
The way to fix this is not through
greater government control or tax

credits, but through more freedom in
the marketplace.
The healthcare industry is one of the
most heavily regulated industries in
the country, with the net cost of regulation estimated by Duke University
Professor Chris Conover to be $169 billion a year.
As with any industry, in order to pay
for the dictates of the government,
institutions of health are forced to
raise costs, which extend to consumers
in the form of higher prices. Some regulation is necessary, but the question is
which regulations are appropriate, and
how much is too much.
Government regulations and policies have essentially mandated a third
party-based system that forces the
consumer to work through health
insurance companies, HMO's, employers and other middlemen that pay the
supplier.
84% of all personal -healthcare
spending is made through private
health insurance, the government or
other private expenditures that are not
directly from the patient.
Simple human nature tells us that
when someone other than the consumer is doing the paying, demand will

cials for Geico, AllState and other car
rise.
Why? Because when an individual is insurance companies competing over
separated from the spending and who provides the best service at the
someone else is paying the costs, con- lowest price-competition absent from
sumers are encouraged to use the serv- healthcare because of the third-party
ice more as the incentive for individu- system.
To fix this, the healthcare tax
als to save for themselves diminishes.
After all, the mentality goes, if some- exemption needs to be equalized
one else is paying for it, why should I across the board so that everyone, not
just the middlemen, will benefit from
care?
Basic economics tells us that as it, and tax-free health savings accounts
demand rises and supply remains stag- need to be expanded.
Adjusting the policies and regulanant, prices (premiums) will inevitably
tions
perpetuating the third-party sysgo up, which in turn disadvantages
those who pay directly, such as the tem, like the tax exclusion, would
increase competition by allowing conself-employed.
Encouraging the third-party system sumers to shop around for themselves,
are tax exemptions for employer-pro- decreasing costs substantially while
vided health insurance that the mil- maintaining high quality.
Furthermore, due to the high cost of
lions of self-employed and small business owners and workers who pay on regulation, deregulation in certain
areas is key to opening up the market.
their own do not receive.
The· government incentives, policies
Of course these are just a few startand regulations put in place, in large ing points that only scratch the surpart by the federal tax code, serve to do face, but one thing is undeniable: It's
nothing more than exacerbate the not more government we need to solve
healthcare-it's more freedom.
problem.
The layman's prescription for
healthcare reform is increased compe- Stay tunedfor more writer's opinions
tition and market freedom. Not a day on healthcare reform in upcoming
goes by where we don't see commer- Highlander issues.

Preparing for what we ca
Robert House
Contributing Writer

Well, so here we come to Christmas.
Thinking about this, I could talk about
non-commercializing the season or
Jesus being the reason for the season,
but that doesn't seem very original.
Instead, I will be talking about the
gifts of everyday life. Jesus, the original gift of Christmas, is a gift we
receive everyday. But on Christmas we
remember that even more. There is all
of this anticipation that grows and
grows and in the end we go to church
and enjoy the day.
But things like this remind me of
what Henry David Thoreau once said.
He wrote, "I went into the woods
because I wanted to live deliberately. I
wanted to live deep and suck out all the
marrow of life... to put to rout all that
was not life; and not, when I came to
die, discover that I had not lived."
Why don't we spend four weeks
preparing for the rest of our lives? Why
didn't I have four weeks to prepare for

the death of my boyfriend's mother?
Why dido 't I have four weeks to prepare for the Mass for the Murdered
Jesuits of El Salvador? But then again,
why did we take so many months to
prepare for the elections? It just seems
like a little bit of a contradiction.
Certainly we cannot prepare for
everything. We cannot prepare for losing friendships, ending a relationship,
or falling in love. The good and the bad
fly at us from all directions. It kind of
reminds me that Meredith Grey said,
"At some point, you have to make a
decision. Boundaries don't keep other
people out. They fence you in. Life is
messy. That's how we're made. So, you
can waste your lives drawing lines. Or
you can live your life crossing them."
If we had to prepare ourselves for
four weeks for everything, we wouldn't
survive. Last year I was not ready to
spend Christmas calling home for
seven minutes and talking to at least 15
relatives and then boarding a bus to go
to the Great Wall of China. I never
knew that it would be that day that

cemented the best friendship that I
have ever had. But I crossed that
boundary that I had self constructed.
I didn't have time to prepare to help
my boyfriend through the death of his
mother. It was hard to be the one that
he relied upon most until he got home.
And while I am still helping him in that
role, I have learned to not take any day
for granted. So I call my parents more
often to tell them how much I love
them.
And we are now in the midst of our
second week preparing for Jesus.
Advent is designed to help us to fully
embrace that gift from God. This is a
time when the Catholic Church sits us
down and explains to us how great of a
gift Jesus truly is.
In talking through this idea with a
friend, he rationalized it this way. We
are kind of expected to learn or to be
reminded of the same lessons each
C.hristmas. It is something regular;
something that we can actually prepare for. It is not like walking with him
on the Great Wall, because that was

never something that we had planned
to do together. He reminded me that
life is messy, so when we can prepare
for something, we should.
So, what is the point? I guess it is
"Prepare and be open." Prepare for the
things that you can. Pray this Advent
that you can be open to the gift of Jesus
in our world today and everyday. Tell
everyone that you love how much you
love them, because you never know
when they will be gone. Be open to new
possibilities. Take that leap and talk to
that cute girl or guy you always see in
class. Sit at a table of strangers in the
cafeteria and see if you might make
some new friends. Be open to the messages that God sends you on the random Tuesday after your science lab. Be
it at Midnight Mass with your family or
walking to the library, God will reveal
himself to you at both times. So, be
prepared and open.
Best of luck on finals and suck the
marrow out of life while you still can.
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Janelle Hunt, MS, RD

Eating Disorder Center ofDenver
A famous saying about eating disorders states, "It's not what you're eating. It's what's eating you." This comment speaks to the conventional wisdom that mental health practitioners
treat eating disorders by looking at the
underlying reasons a patient eats
abnormally. Food is not the problem
itse\f, but tends to be a symptom of the
l)t:ob\em. Dietitians can be extremely

patient, it is critical to work closely
with the patient's therapist to identify
the core issues that are manifested in
the patient's unhealthy eating patterns. The dietitian's role is to gain
trust with the patients, and ask them to

I TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2008

Mixed messages from society make
it difficult for anyone to have normal
eating patterns. Oversized portions are
frequently served at restaurants. And
at the same time, the media continue
to bombards us with the latest diet

Mixed messages from society make it
difficult for anyone to have normal eating patterns.

be\pfu\ 'in be\p\ng eating d'isonie1:

patients to normalize their eating patterns.
"Normal eating" involves eating
when hungry, continuing to eat until
satisfied, and choosing food because it
fulfills a craving or desire, rather than
what society says should be eaten.
"Normal Eating" is occasionally eating
because one is happy, sad, bored, or
over- or under-eating at times. In
short, normal eating is being flexible.
When someone with an eating disorder begins to seek treatment, the
mind and body are already in a compromised state, due to the effects of the
dieting mentality and behaviors.
When treating a patient with an eating
disorder, the focus is placed on developing and restoring intuitive eating
again, so that he or she can learn to
recognize actual hunger cues.
When a dietitian begins to see a

replace their control around food with
a structured meal plan. When a patient
is able to relinquish this control, they
will learn to trust their own bodies,
allowing their metabolism and weight
to begin to normalize. This helps them
learn to work towards intuitive eating.
Dietitians can help a patient learn normal eating habits by:
-Having patients eat three meals per
day
-Asking patients to eat one-to-three
snacks per day, depending on their
needs
-Providing a wide range of foods
-Challenging patients to eat "fear"
foods
-Avoiding diet foods, e.g., fat-free, l
low-fat, low-carbohydrate, high-pro
tein
-Teaching correct portion sizes
-Providing well-balanced meals

tional hunger and fullness. Therefore,
during the course of treatment at the
Eating Disorder Center of Denver
(EDC-D), patients are provided with a
meal plan that incorporates starches,
proteins, fats, fruits, vegetables, and
desserts. Patients learn how to develop several weeks of meal plans that are
realistic to their lifestyles, and have the
opportunity to visit a grocery store,
cook, and dine out with a dietitian to
learn how to incorporate all types of
food into their meal plans. Introducing
these skills allows patients to apply
normal eating and to understand how
food can be an empowering part of
their lives, which will lead them on the
road to a successful recovery.

trends or new ways to be thin.
Americ;ms spend more than $40 billion dollars a year on dieting-related
products. Although dieting may not
always cause an eating disorder, it
does train the mind to constantly focus
on body image, fat, carbohydrates,
grams, and calories. Ironically, dieting Janelle Hunt, MS, is a Registered
actually suppresses metabolism, there- Dietitian at the Eating Disorder
by making it harder to lose weight or Center ofDenver. Ms. Hunt received a
maintain a healthy weight over time.
BA from the University of Northern
Diets also tend to eliminate impor- Colorado and an MS in nutrition
tant nutrients and, continued over a with an emphasis in exercise science
long period of time, can lead to numer- from Colorado State University. She
ous physical side effects and decreased has worked with patients with varimental function. A diet-obsessed ous nutritional concerns including
mindset can quickly cause someone to diabetes, coronary heart disease, eatignore their body's needs and desires.
ing disorders and weight manageBecause food is so entangled with ment. For more information about
emotions, it may take months for a Ms. Hunt or the Eating Disorder
patient to be able to distinguish the Center of Denver, visit www.edcdendifference between physical and emo- ver.com.

·As a Resident Assistant, I have come to understand the need for
balance In one's life, and by prioritizing cura persona/is, which has not
only been a goal of the staff, but also the students I lead, this balance
Is achievable.•

I

DID YOU KNOW:
82% ofRetl'staidents are aware
ofat l e a s t ~ to refer

someonea~-9ftdlclde (I.DP'°')

DIDYOU KNOW:
71%oftheRegls comm~

feels comfortable tallc.lng to
a counselor (""'sen.2006)
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Investigation concludes Santa

cz~''.;';;" ~'7?.~;";;_b[f~;;;

Jimmy Sengenberger
Squishy Reporter
The election is over, but an investigation into whether or not Santa Claus
is a legally registered voter has con~luded that the famed philanthropist
is, as has been rumored for sometime
a registered Republican in Alaska hi~
American home.
'
Claus was spotted voting in
Anchorage, and an anonymous phone
call placed to Alaskan election officials
by a man claiming to be "one of Santa's
little helpers" accused Claus of voter
fraud, prompting the investigation.
"An ice berg of evidence has confirmed for us that Kris Kringle, aka
Santa Claus, is, in fact, a legally registered voter. Furthermore, we have
concluded that Mr. Claus is
Republican, and we suspect he supported John McCain in the 2008 election," stated Jack Frost, head of CILVRSCSC (the Committee to Investigate
the Legal Voter Registration Status
and Citizenship of Santa Claus), an
entity created by the Alaskan ·voter
Board against the wishes of Governor
Sarah Palin, former Republican vicepresidential candidate.
The committee also included Mr.
Grinch, of Whoville; Frosty T.
Snowman, of Wasilla, Palin's Alaskan
hometown; multibillionaire banker
Ebenezer Scrooge, of New York City;
and Yukon Cornelius, a prospector in
Anchorage and a former associate of
Claus.
CILVRSCSC concluded within a
week that Claus was, in fact, a legal citizen of the United States, but further
inquiry has led to conclusions about
whether Claus is a Republican or a
Democrat.
The decision that Claus is a
Republican came as the committee
investigated several different aspects
of the mystical man's life.
"I'm a Republican," said Grinch.
"You might not think that Santa's a
Republican because he gives joy to
every child each Christmas, but we've
found that the way he treats his workforce, his Christian views, his wealth
and decision to evade corporate and
personal income taxes by operating in
the North Pole makes him an undeniable Republican."
According to Forbes magazine,
Stanley Twinkleflake, a North Pole elf
and former employee at Santa's
Christmas Workshop, Inc., wa;5 banished last year from the North Pole,
along with three other elves. The reason, Claus gave, was that Twinkleflake
was working to undermine Claus's
authority by unionizing the workshop.
Elves like Twinkleflake and other
critics assert that the elves are working
long hours in harmful conditions, at
below minimum wage.
Claus has recently stirred controversy over his support of Wal-Mart's
refusal to provide health insurance for
its employees.
That controversy
reached its height last year when it was
revealed the Claus, too, has refused to
provide his elves with health insurance.
Claus has also entered into some
legal issues. He insists on maintaining
his workshop in the North Pole, where
the U.S. government bas no oversight
whatsoever.

Kris Kringle, also known as Santa Claus, sits for an exclusive interview with The Highlander at his North Pole home following the
completion of an investigation conducted by the Committee to Investigate the LegaJ Voter Registration Status and Citizenship of
Santa Claus, which concluded that Santa Claus is a legally registered Republican. PoliticaJ anaJysts have long debated Claus's
politicaJ affiliation.

"It was bad enough trying to make
wooden rocking horses and sleds during the depths of an arctic winter,"
Twinkleflake told Forbes. "But nowadays all the kids want is electronics.
You try working with all those chemicals in perpetual darkness."
Last month, Ester "Bunny" Bumble,
Claus's senior spokesperson, responded strongly to critics in an interview
with Magical Creatures Monthly.
"Elves are immortal. With a guaranteed life of forever, why would they
need health insurance? We stand by·
our position," he said.
"Santa Claus doesn't need illegal
immigration from Mexico or to ship
his workshop overseas to China to find
low-wage workers," said Holly
Stockingstuffer, columnist at The
Holiday Times, whose recent article
critiquing Claus's environmental practices, "Santa and Global Warming,"
has won praise from former vice-president Al Gore. "Have you seen their
size and their pointy ears? No nonmagical human would even think of
hiring guys like that. He's got them
right where he wants them."
The only elf known to have left the
North Pole is Buddy Hobbs, who
turned out to be a human after all
when he found his father in New York
City.
"Buddy seemed so happy when I met
him here in New York," stated Scrooge.
"Santa doesn't seem like such an evil
guy to me. Believe me, I know bad
guys-I used to be one. Let me tell you,
meeting the Ghost of Christmas Yet to
Come-that's a life-changing experience right there."

Until he was visited by three ghosts
twenty-three years ago, Scrooge
refused to give to charity. He now
gives $500 million annually out of his
own pocket-and he proudly admits he
is a registered Republican.
"I'm a Republican because I'm a
conservative,"
Claus
told
the
Highlander in a rare exclusive interview follwoing the release of results of
the investigation. "I choose to take out
of my own pocketbook and distribute
billions of dollars worth of toys out of
my own good will each year to kids
around the world who do good deeds.
It's all about spreading joy 'and
Christmas cheer to all. These attacks
are just a cup of spoiled eggnog."
Claus has long been known for his
infinite amount of wealth. As Forbes
reported in 2005, Santa's Christmas
Workshop produces roughly 700 million toys valuing more than $14 billion
a year.
"He could spend that money on himself, buy a condo in Vail, a tropical
island in the Caribbean. But he doesn't. He uses it to spread joy to kids,"
said Scrooge.
Some, however, don't see much
kindness in the way Clause operates.
Each year he produces a list using a
crystal ball; he sees kids when they're
sleeping and knows when they're
awake. If Claus finds a given kid nice,
they get a present; if he or she is
naughty, they get a lump of coal.
"Look at that man," said Michael
O'Donnell, former television talkshow
host who produced last year's documentary film Sicko; Claus, Wal-Mart,
and the Republican Conspiracy. "He's

a Christian extremist. Every year
Claus runs around claiming to spread
'Christmas cheer' through his giftsyet those kids who do not fit within his
narrow view of morality find a lump of
coal in their stockings every year! If
that isn't radical Christianity and evidence of a right-wing extremist, I don't
know what is."
Critics also point to Claus's use of
the crystal ball as inappropriate surveillance. The American Civil Liberties
Union filed a complaint against Claus
four years ago. Since the U.S. government has no jurisdiction in the North
Pole, however, the practice bas not
been discontinued.
"This is just like the Bush
Administration's warrantless surveillance program," said ACLU attorney
Jen Stamper. "He's spying on people
without a warrant to see if they're terrorists or not. Talk about a violation of
the right to privacy."
"For goodness sake, how else am I
supposed to know who's bad or good?"
countered Claus.
Claus's wealth, the way his business
operates, his Christianity, the fact that
he's white and old, the red color of his
suit and his charitable contributions
combined to reveal his Republican
voter status.
The final piece of evidence: Alaska
voter rolls have him registered as
"Republican."
Forbes Magazine's "Fictional 15" and
2005 article

"Santa Claus" were referenced in this piece. The article is otherwise the reporter's own work.
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A few words from Tom's ivife Nancy
Nancy gave the following
remarks at the beginning of
Tom's Mass of the Ressurection,
held this past Saturday, Dec. 6.
Welcome to this celebration of
Tom's life.
Wow, Tom would love this!

t
\

I want you to know that Andrew,
Chris and I are all doing well. We
have been overwhelmed by your
kindness and support. We are comforted by the knowledge that Tom
lived a full life and accomplished
everything he set out to do and we
rejoice in his resurrected life.
It is often said that you should live
each day as if it were your last. Tom
lived each day as if it were his first.
Full of anticipation, gazing into the
future and dreaming of possibilities.
Some have remarked that life is short.
But all lives are short, a blink of God's
eye, whether a person lives 1 day or
100 years. Tom lived a lifetime in his
52 years.
Tom was blessed with a wonderful

family. Allow me to take a moment to
introduce them to you.
-Our sons Andrew and Chris and my
parents Bob and Mel.
-His brothers Pat and Jim, their wives
Diana and Debby.
-His sister Barb and her husband Jeff.
Our nieces and nephews, Nichole, her
husband Mike, Crystal, Tommy,
Sammy and Lucy, and Maggie.
-You will have an opportunity to meet"
them at the reception.
I have already mentioned this to
some of you, but I find comfort in
knowing that Tom is in heaven enjoying conversations and debates with
some of the finest minds known to
man. St. Thomas Aquinas and St.
Ignatius Loyola come to mind and not
a day goes by I don't think of someone
else he is meeting. I know Tom is
ecstatic at meeting Dorothy Day and
Cesar Romero. There is Nancy Cruzan
and Terri Shiavo whom Tom participated in writing amicus briefs for so
that their life support could be
stopped and they could be free of

their bodily burdens. Tom took great
pride in being investigated by the
Vatican while working on the Cruzan
case. There are probably a few popes
Tom is currently setting straight on a
few things.
Among those Tom
admired are Jesuit Father Walte.r Ong
and C. S Lewis; Randy Pausch of the
Last Lecture , and his heroes JFK and
Abraham Lincoln. And I am happiest
he is finally getting to meet my
beloved grandma Ernst and grandpa
Wilcox.
If you get to missing Tom, just keep
that image in mind. Tom, relaxing in
heaven, teaching or learning from
someone . And know that he lives on
in your heart.
If you would, please indulge me in
a brief public service announcement.
Among the great ironies of life,
Tom's accident resulted in a situation
that he would have frequently been
called on to consult on when he was a
clinical ethicist. Because of his
injuries sustained in the accident, circumstances were such that he could

not make his own medical decisions.
What made it so much easier for me,
Andrew and Chris was that Tom and I
had had conversations about what he
would want if this ever happened to
him. He had an advanced directive
and I was his durable power of attorney for heath care. I hadn't a doubt in
my mind what we needed to do and
that of course was to stop the life support.
If you wish to honor Tom's memory,
let me make one suggestion. Before
2008 ends, take the time to complete
your advanced directive and durable
POA. But don't stop there, have a
conversation, tell your loved ones
what you want. It doesn't matter if
you are healthy student or an older
adult nearing the end of your life.
Tom spent his career trying to
spread this message. That and God's
word. Let us live the good news, celebrating Tom's life as we go.

.- .
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A colleague remembers Dr. Tom Hooyman
Dr. Tom Leininger
Associate professor ofReligious
Studies

he knows each by name and communicates genuine care for each personeven Ron the janitor. (It turns out
that he remembered each of their stories--even though his memory was
"terrible" according to his wife
Nancy-because he prayed the
Ignatian Examen exercise every
evening.)
When he turns to me at the restaurant, Tom is fully present to me in the
moment. In his presence, I come to
feel more alive and at home with
myself. When we shift to discuss our
Catholic Health Care Ethics course
that we will team teach, Tom glows
with passion as he tells me how he
wants to help our students develop a
deep sense of their own values and
vocation. He bursts forth with creative and inspiring assignments to
invite students into this journey.
According to his students "He opened
our eyes to an aspect of our profession that was human not textbook"
and "I'm probably not going to
remember what he taught us but how
he taught us"-most especially how "he

"The glory of God is a human being
fully alive." If Saint Iraneus of Lyon
was correct when he wrote these
words in the second century, then to
be in the presence of Tom Hooyman
was nothing short of standing before
the glory of God on fire.
In the Catholic tradition that animated Tom's life both personally and professionally, those in whom God's love
blazes with an especial brilliance, are
called saints. Tom Hooyman was
what I would call "an everyday saint."
In other words, he did ordinary
things, such as teaching and simply
being present to others, in truly
extraordinary ways.
Prestigious
organizations, such as the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
came to recognize how, in his professional work, Tom regularly transformed the ordinary into the extraordinary. Most important to Tom, however, was the arena of everyday life.
There he followed his unwavering
conviction that he and his students,
colleagues, friends, and family could,
in the words of writer Annie Dillard,
redeem the area of the world entrusted and allotted to each of us (See For
the Time Being, 201). Tom's students
who are among us today, or those taught us to live".
What made Tom's death so shockpresent through the testimonials in
was precisely that he was so
ing
the book of remembrance at the
chapel entrance, can bear witness to exceptionally alive--simply brimming
how Tom transformed a three hour with energy, enthusiasm, and vitality.
Friday afternoon classroom into an What made his death so difficult to
accept was that, as one of his students
extraordinary event.
wrote "every moment with him was a
But for the moment please walk blessing". Yet this same fact-along
with Tom across the Regis campus-- with listening to the people he
just as I did on the night before his touched-- has helped me to move
If his death
fatal accident. Tom and I planned to beyond his death.
have dinner together after the Chester seemed unexplainable and undeAlter lecture. Long after the lecture served, so did the incredible gift of his
Tom is still absorbed in conversation presence. Remembering Tom's exuwith yet one more person at Regis-in berantly joyful and yet calming spirit
this case it is Steve Jacobs. There is helps us to grieve his loss. Moreover,
no question that Tom is entirely pres- he showed us how to embrace the
ent to Steve and, yes, Steve seems to paschal mystery. Each day he was
love the interaction as much as Tom. willing to die to a self alienated from
I finally manage to wrestle Tom free. others-yes he would get annoyed with
As we walk across campus virtually people--through self-transcendence.
every person we pass knows Tom and Each day be passed over into a deep-

er communion with others even in
their suffering. Each day he found
new life in this communion. Indeed,
as Nancy suggested Tom entered each
day as if it were the first day of his
new life because it was. He listened to
others with all of his compassionate
heart. According to his students, "he
took our minds off the stress in our
lives", "He made us laugh and think
critically at one and the same time,"
and he was not afraid to take risks.
In the 1950 film Harvey (one of
Tom's favorite films), the main character, Elwood P. Dowd played by
Jimmie Stewart says:
,scd to say 10
nc, she'd say, '111 th( wol'id, Elwood,
you must be' she; alwmJs callccl m1
~lwoud • '/11 this worlcl, Blwood, you
nust be oh so smart or uh so picas
mt.' Well, for yrw•s I was smart. I
ccommrnd plcascmt. }'011 may <Jllotc

Catholic hospitals, he managed to
hold onto his radical passion for the
gospel from his Catholic Worker days.
Tom was able to be at home in wildly
diverse worlds. And when you were
in Tom's presence, he made you feel
like you were at home. And that is
just how it feels to be with God-to be
utterly at home with yourself and
your neighbor. Can there be any
doubt that Tom feels at home in
whatever mystery lies beyond our
mortality?
I want to close by returning to an
image from Annie Dillard. She writes
"The one transcendent God made the
universe, and his presence kindles
inside every speck of it" (For the Time
Being, 137). She suggests that creation scattered sparks of the Divine
everywhere. Dillard then presses her
central question: How should we live
for the time being? Her answer, at
least in part, is that we must find ways
Well in Tom Hooyman, the two to release these Divine sparks until
became one quite seamlessly. they become a holy fire in us. Tom
Perhaps this was because he was so Hooyman found pure joy in releasing
energized by how his work touched these sparks until they became a holy
fire within him. Through '"rom we
have been touched by His fire. And it
continues to glow in our hearts today.
Since Tom loved books and he
especially loved stories, it seems fitting to end with the closing line of one
my favorite novels, The Brother's
Karamazov,
although slightly modiothers. It is such a rare and precious
to
fit
the
occasion. That novel
fied
thing to find someone who can hold
together the qualities Tom did: an also ends right after a funeral mass
insightful intellect and prodigal kind- attended by an unlikely communion
ness; a stimulating and yet calming of friends gathered by the hero of the
Hip Hip Hurrah for
presence; a sharp wit and a generous story.
Hooyman!
spirit; a challenging provocateur and
someone who stubbornly looked for
the good in others; an inclination to
be mischievous and yet also deeply
reverent; a willingness to go with the Dr. Leininger shared these words at
flow at times and yet to run a highly Dr. Hooyman's Mass of Ressurection
this past Saturday, Dec. 6. Dr.
efficient meeting at others.
Leininger
and Dr. Hooyman, in
It may help you to know that duraddition
to
being
good friends, were
ing his early life, Tom lived in community with Catholic anarchists in a to co-teach Catholic Healthcare
Catholic Worker house in St. Louis. Ethics for the Spring 2009 semester.
(Indeed, if you want to understand
and honor Tom spend a day at a local
worker
community).
Catholic
Somehow when he moved into the
corporate world of healthcare and
worked closely with the folks running

If his death seemed unexplainable and
undeserved, so did the inc:;redible gift of his
presence.

•

•
-DR. TOM HOOYMAN
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fine arts fiend?
l).o~~/.A
passion for poetry?
-01-A
fancy for photography?
Afixation for fiction?
-01-

·········································-

~

ogee, Regis' literary inag8zine,
wants to showcase your work.
·········································-

Send you, submtSSlOOS to apogee regisedu by December 12 • ~PEG black and whole photos
F,ct,on 2 000 words o, less • Add1bonal tnlo,mauon can be found ,n Loyola 1

"Be a friend. listen. Support Get Help. Together we can all have a role
In fighting mental health Issues and preventing suicide.·
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Reasons to live mWest Hall,
• GUARANTEED Singles for Juniors and Seniors of West Hall
• Suite style double rooms wth a linking bathroom with one shower, one toilet.
two sinks and two vanities (single rooms also available)
• Microfridge provided in every room
Heating and AC unit in each room
Two cable, internet, and phone outlets in each room
• Furnished lounges on each wing on every floor with TV, DVD Player. and cable
Acomputer lab on second floor & Study Room on 3rd floor
FREE laundry facilities
NEWiull-size community Kitchen available to all residents
Newly remodeled bathroom areas for each room
1

..
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.

Reasons lo Jive in the Residence Village
Each unit can house 3 to 6 students
• Each unit has three bedrooms. 2 or 2 1/2 baths
Two cable, internet, and phooe outlets meach room
Each unit has afurnished living room including cable. internet. and phone
outlets
• Each unit has a kitchen, with a refrigerator, oven, microwave,
dishwasher, double sink. and an adJaceot dining area with bar style seating
Each unit has awasher and dryer
In the Residence Village Common Area, students can check their mail, watch
TV on a 48" flat screen, play billiards, and more
• Students 21 years old are permitted to have alcohol
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To live out the core values of the village: Service of others, Academic
Excellence, Cultural competence, and Leadership.
Apartments vary from two bedrooms to four bedrooms.
Each apartment comes furnished with technology hookups mclud1ng phone.
internet, and cable television.
Each apartment has their own living room witll two couches, an entertainment
unit, and coffee tables.
Each apartment has their own kitchen wth refrigerator, dishwasher. oven and
microwave oven .
Each apartment has their own washer and dryer.
Students 21 years of age are permitted to have alcohol at an appropnate level.
Limited garages available for residents cars
BBQ area open to all Village residents.
1
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Emily Kuipers looking to make a pass during a game against Grand Canyon.

Women break losing streak with win against Grand Canyon
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

Sna\)\)ing a fout: game losing streak,
the Rangers controlled the game and
outscored Grand Canyon 89-51. Every
Regis player scored in the game, aud
all of the starters scored in double digits.
The Rangers (2-5) scored the first

basket at the 19:06 mark when sohpomore Jacque Machesney made a layup
giving Regis a 2-0 lead. After grasping
the lead, Regis went full force and
- ney:e.i:Jo~keltback 5Jaying ahead oftl:ie
Lopes (3-3) for the remainder of the
game.
Junior Lauren Luebbe led Regis in
points with a total of 14 in the game.
Just behind her with 13 was sopho-

more Jacque Machesney. The other
three starters, junior Emily Kuipers,
and seniors Jenny Vieira and Paulina
Tuell, scored 11, 10, and 10 points
respectively.
Freshman Sam Neal, from Golden,
Colo., made her debut as a Ranger and
scored five total points, three of which
came from behind the three-point
mark.

Regis outshot Grand Canyon 49.2
(31-63) percent to 30-4 (17-56). The
Rangers' three-point field goal percentage more than doubled the Lopes
at 41.9 to 14.3.
Regis will face Fort Lewis College in
their first conference matchup this
season in Durango, Colo. on Dec. 12.
Tipoff is set for 6:oo p.m.

Menfall to Johnson And Wales 65-63
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

The Ranger men's basketball team
dropped their fourth in a row with a
65-63 defeat at the hands of Johnson
and Wales at the Chuck Stephens
Classic on the campus of CSU-Pueblo.
Regis (1-5) led twice in the first
half and was able to forge two ties, but
stayed close. Johnson and Wales (5-6)
led by as many as eight points and
Regis saw a four point (35-31) deficit
as they headed into halftime.
The two teams battled back

and forth in the second half with eight
ties. The last 3:45 of the game saw little offense, with the score tied at 59
apiece, the Rangers' Matt Rosinski hit
a jumper to put Regis up two with 2 :28
left. 50 seconds later, Johnson and
Wales pulled to within one with a free
throw.
Rosinski, who scored a gamehigh 18 points, put Regis up three on
two free throws with 1:19 left in the
game. That, unfortunately, would be
the last points the Rangers would
score. The very next possession the
Wildcats' Nick Maly cut it to one again,

on a jumper at the 1:04 mark.
The ninth and final tie came
with just 23 seconds left where after a
Ranger turnover, the Wildcats were
able to convert on two free throws.
The Rangers had two empty possessions and Johnson and Wales converted just one free throw the rest of the
way. Rosinski's three-pointer at the
buzzer was missed, making the final
score 65-63.
Junior
forward
Isaiah
Johnson came off the bench to contribute 11 points and a team-high nine
rebounds. Regis shot a reasonable 48

percent from the field, but again their
bugaboo turned out to be the free
throw line. They were a combined 8for-17, 47 percent. Three Rangers,
Joseph Odugbela, Jason Burke-Kavros
and Alex Potts each chipped in with
eight points.
Regis will return to action next
weekend as they begin the RMAC portion of their schedule with a road trip
to Durango, Colo. to take on Fort Lewis
on Friday.

UPCOMING BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
MEN'S BASKETBALL

LOVE
SPORTS?

12/12/08
Men's Basketball
vs. Fort Lewis 8:oo p.m.

WRITE FOR THE
HIGHLANDER AND
SUPPORT YOUR
REGIS RANGERS!

12/13/08
Men's Basketball
vs. Adams State 7:00 p.m.

regishighlander@gmail.com

12/20/08*
Men's Basketball
vs. Mesa State 7:00 p.m.

12/19/08*
Men's Basketball
vs. Western State 7:00 p.m.

1/3/08*
Men's Basketball vs. Kansas Wesleyan
1/4/08*
Men's Basketball
vs. Peru State 2:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
12/12/08
Women's Basketball
vs. Fort Lewis 6:oo p.m.
12/13/08
Women's Basketball
vs. Adams State 6:oo p.m.

12/19/08*
Women's Basketball
vs. Western State 5:00 p.m.

12/20/08*
Women's Basketball
vs. Mesa State 5:00 p.m.
1/2/08*
Women's Basketball
vs. Academy of Art 7:00 p.m.
*Indicates home games at the
Regis University Field House.

SPORTS
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Lady Rangers fall 85-81
to North-West Nazarene
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Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

bl_e digits with senior Paulina Tuell
lead_ing the team \,;th 22 total points.
Beh1~d ~er were junior Emil} Kuipers
Denver, Colo. Dec 5, 2008: A and Junior Lauren Luebbe \,;th 17 and
total of 55 fouls were shared between 12 points respectively.
Regis (1-5) and Northwest Nazarene
At the half the Crusaders led
(5-2) in the Rangers' 81-85 fall to the by just one with the score being 42-41.
Crusaders Friday evening in Denver. The lead was give and take up until the
The Rangers had 29 personal fouls and 13:53 mark when a free throw shot by
shot 34 free throws while
Crusader Brittney Roggenkamp put
Northwest Nazarene h~d 26 Northwest Nazarene ahead which was
personal fouls and took a total of 40 a lead they kept for the remainder of
free throw attempts.
the game.
Three Rangers scored in dou-

Four Lady Rangers score
double digits in game against
Western Oregon
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

Four Rangers scored in double digits but fell three points short of
Western Oregon (3-3) in their 80-83
loss in Nampa, Idaho on Saturday.
Sophomore gaurd Jacque
Machesney, senior post Paulina Tuell,
junior forward Lauren Luebbe, and
senior gaurd Jenny Vieira scored 18,
17, 14, and 13 points respectively in
Saturday's game. Vieira compiled six
assists and seven steals while
Machesney had four assists and four
steals. With these statistics the
Rangers (1-4) were still unable to

outscore the Wolves succumbing to
them by just three points.
Tuell scored the first basket of
the game giving the Rangers a 2-0 lead
before Western Oregon tied the game
at the 18:35 mark. Regis scored again
24 seconds later and kept the lead for
the remainder of the half.
Their lead was held until there was just
4:30 left in the game when Alissa
Brasel tied the game for the Wolves.
Western Oregon took the lead on a free
throw shot by Katie Torland at the 3:18
mark. For the remainder of the game,
Regis took the lead once more before
falling to the Wolves.

Rangers lose 83-73 to
North-West Nazarene
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

The Regis University Ranger men's
basketball team fell for the second
time in as many games in the
Colorado Mines Thanksgiving Classic
this time to Northwest Nazarene 8373. Junior guard Matt Rosinski tallied a career-high 23 points to lead
the Rangers in scoring.
Regis (1-3) led by as many as
six in the first half but couldn't hold
onto the lead and went into halftime
trailing 36-33. Early in the second
half, after a Rosinski three pointer,
the Rangers trailed 44-43. Northwest
Nazarene (4-1) proceeded with a 14-0
to blow the game open. The Rangers
trailed by as many as 19 points and

got within eight points on a few occassions late in the game.
Rosinski led the way with 23
points on 8-of-13 from the field, 3-of5 from three-point territory and a per.feet 4-for-4 from the charity stripe.
Juniors Jason Burke-Kavros and Bill
Brandenburg each chipped in with 12
points. Isaiah Johnson scored nine
points in his first start as a Ranger,
while leading the Rangers with six
rebounds.
The Rangers were outrebounded 28-21 and their early season
free throw woes reared their ugly head
again as they hit just 11-of-19 (57.9
percent). For the season they are hitting just 54.8 percent from the charity
stripe.

.
PHOTO SOURCE Regisrangers.com
Andy Pokorny smks a three pointer in a game against North-West Nu.arene.

Rangers lose to Seattle
Pacific 61-56
Jerem y Phillips
Sports Information Director

The Ranger men's basketball fell to
Seattle Pacific 61-56 at the Chuck
Stephens Classic on the campus of
CSU-Pueblo.
Junior guard Matt
Rosinski's 16 points weren't even to
prevent the Rangers from dropping
their third game in a row.
An Alex Potts jumper at 13:44
put Regis (1-4) ahead 14-5, unfortunately that would be the last points the
Rangers would score in over eight minutes. Seattle Pacific (4-2) reeled off 19
straight points over that span to lead
24-14. The Rangers trailed by as many
as 11 points in the first half and went
into halftime with a 29-22 deficit.
Towards the end of the first
half and at the beginning of the second
half the Rangers went on a 10-0 run to
close the gap to one point. Regis led
56-55 after a Seattle Pacific threepointer at the 2:12 mark; the two
teams would then go almost two min-

utes before anyone would score.
With just 25 seconds remaining after taking a timeout, Seattle
Pacific put the ball in the hands of their
top gun, Chris Banchero, who had a
game-high 22 points. He responded
by hitting a jumper to put Seattle
Pacific ahead by one.
Regis was unable to score in
the last 25 seconds and Seattle Pacific
was able to get a two-pointer and two
free throws to finish off the Rangers
61-56 .
Joining Rosinski in double figures was juniors Bill Brandenburg and
Joseph Odugbela each with 10 ~oints.
The Rangers failed to hit a three-pointer going just o-for-2 in the game, but
were successful from the charity stripe
going 16-of-18, well ahead of their 54.8
percent they had coming into the
game. Rosinski also led the team with
five rebounds, while Potts had four.

Rangers Fall 70-66 to Newman (Kan.) University
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

Golden, Colo. Nov 28, 2008:
The Regis University Ranger men's
basketball team fell tonight to
Newman University (Kan.) 70-66 at
the Colorado Mines Thanksgiving
Classic. The Rangers had three in
double figures but shot just 38 percent from the field in the loss.
The first half was tightly con-

tested as neither team had more than
a six-point lead and with a sevenpoint run late in the half the Rangers
was able to take a 31-30 lead heading
into the lockerroom.
Newman took the lead early
in the second half but Regis was able
to tie the game twice in the second
half. With 15:07 left in the game
Newman (3-2) held a 39-35 lead after
a layup by the Rangers' Bill
Brandenburg. Over the next five min-

utes Ne\.'Vlllan went on a 15-2 to open
up the game.
Regis (1-2) responded with a
16-4 run to cut the deficit to 60-55
with j ust 3:56 remaining in the game.
Regis cut the lead to two points on
three separate occassions the last one
occurring with just three seconds left
after junior guard Jason BurkeKavros hit a three-pointer, but two
free throws by Newman put the final
touch on the 70-66 win.

J >,I~, I ' f

Regis had the upper hand in
the rebounding battle as they hauled
down 18 offensive rebounds and 43
total to 37 compared to Newman.
Burke-Kavros led the Rangers
with 19 points and three assists.
Senior guard Andy Pokorny
was next tallying 18 points including
three three pointers. Junior center
Brandenburg had 14 points and a
team-high seven rebounds to go along
with three steals.
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Brett Stakelin
Photography Editor
Skiing the early season
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trek just to ski a couple runs at ABasin. I felt better about life after that.
It was like having a miraculous revelation, "Yes, there is a Santa Claus!"
Well, it was a reminder that winter is
on its way, but taking its dear sweet
time.
After an hour or so at the Basin, I
thought I'd head down the road and
see what Keystone had to offer.

As this year's ski season slides into
its third month, the snow begins to fall.
It was a slow start indeed, and a
painful one if you are like me and just
wanted to ski some fresh down a long,
uncrowded run. The early season
offers its benefits of minimal traffic on The bro factor
l-70, dry roads, parking lots that aren't
fro-z.en, and. warm weafue:r to greet -you

When 1 think Ke-ystone, 1 think Bro.

when you return.
Where the early season bas its benefits, it severely lacks in the skiing
department, which is why we make
that drive anyway, isn't it? There's no
point in a resort bragging about its
acreage and new lifts when there is
only a run or two open, so the publicity e-mails and advertisements can be a
bit deceiving. Until mid-December,
your best bet is to stand in line for
longer than you want just to ski down
the same overcrowded run a few times,
and then call it a day due to boredom.
Despite the hassle and not-worth-itness, I did make the mid-November

Now, I'm not referring to the male part
of the population as a whole, as
opposed to females, I'm talking about
Bros. These would be the nice folks
wearing bright-colored baggy clothes
that match top to bottom so it looks
like they are in their pajamas, who
mostly are snowboarders but still·
include an increasing population of
twin-tip riding skiers.
These bros are on the mountain to
shred the gnar in the terrain park, pull
the world's biggest 180 packed full of
so much steeze you might need to
check your pants, and back it up with a
sick-ill rail grind that will confirm that

you will need to do some laundry later. every competition imaginable, so why
What might be the problem here? I act like you are? Ski for the love of skiski for different reasons. Skiing in the ing (or boarding), don't worry about
true sense; skiing for the enjoyment of showing off, and enjoy the wonderthe outdoors, for the bliss of a fresh ment of our backyard that is the Rocky
snowfall, the challenge of difficult ter- Mountains.
Keep your tips up!
rain, and the magic of winter that we
all felt as a kid.
That magic is quickly snatched away
as a couple bros end up next to me on
a chair and all I have to listen to their
headphones turned way too loud and
they exchange incomprehensible
phrases about whatever cool tricks
they just ]earned.
I see it that Keystone's inherent lack
of easily accessible bowls and extreme
terrain is why the bros seem to flock to
it, not to mention it's large Area 51 terrain park, and booze-friendly free-forall events such as the now defunct '36
hours of Keystone.'
Granted it is not just limited to one
resort, the bro factor will be evident at
most any resort along the I-70 corridor. So before you fire up the ski
wagon and head to the hills, try to
PHOTOS BY Brett Stakelin
think of why you learned to ski in the A Bro in a bright purple one piece suit
first place. Most of us are not going to awaits his gnar-shredding run through
the terrain park.
become the next Shaun White and win
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THE SMASHING
PUMPKINS
20TH ANNIVERSARY TOUR COMES TO THE OGDEN
Brett Stakelin
Photographer Editor
The Smashing Pumpkins, "celebrating 20 years of sadness," added Denver
to their anniversary tour schedule, and
the 1,700 capacity Ogden Theatre
quickly sold out. Twenty years is a
long time for a band, or should we say
Billy Corgan and Jimmy Chamberlin,
the two original band members.
Nonetheless, original lineup or not, the
band still knows how to rock.
The Pumpkins are one of those
bands that I see as having an ambiguous fan base. There are some people
that when you look at them you could
probably guess what they listen to, or
similarly go by age groups. A band that
has been around for twenty years and
has released music in such a broad
spectrum of genres is sure to draw a
crowd of very normal looking people,
as opposed to the band's unique image.
The sold out crowd they drew seemed
to love the nearly three-hour show.
Their lengthy set left me unsure if I
had enjoyed the show. _Perhaps since
the departure of James Iha, Corgan
has taken a more up front role in the
guitar solo department, and at times,
perhaps he over does it. I overheard
someone describe the performance as
"showoffy" as I was walking out, and I
would have to agree. The tangents
they took left me a bit confused and it
seemed more like Corgan was just fiddling with his effects processors, which
he appeared to be unhappy with at
times, rather than performing a song.
The show did include five songs where
Corgan played acoustic guitar, at times
accompanied by the band. Fitting in
with the rest of the setlist, I did not recognize half the songs, but either way it
was a surprising and much welcome
change of pace to hear classics such as
"1979," a special first performance of

"Medellia of the Gray Skies " as well as
"Tonight, Tonight" perform'ed with the
band. It does seem right that they
would play songs from throughout
their career, but I would have expected
more from their noteworthy albums.
Billy Corgan is an interesting charac!er. Seeming almost a mythical
bemg, sometimes I find it odd to actually see him in person. The last
Pumpkins performance I witnessed he
talked to the crowd once or twice. This
time, in a much smaller venue, he connected more with the audience. At one
point, just walking around on stage, he

All in all, .the show left me with mixed feelings. I was pleased to hear a few hit songs ...
B~t despite that, .the amount of obscure songs they chose left me feeling like I had
missed a chapter 1n the Pumpkin's songbook.
- > u1 . l b c.tu ffi
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few hit songs·, a few acdustfosongs, and

cover of Simon and Garimikle's 'Tbe
admitted in the mic, "I know this isn't
professional, but I'm tired." Later, to see Billy interact with the crowd a Sound of Silence" left me wanting to
after some shout-out requests from the bit. But despite that, the amount of leave, not wanting more. It was not by
audience, he stopped and said, "I don't obscure songs they chose left me feel- any means a bad show, but for a fan of
take requests. I'm 41 years old and I ing like I had missed a chapter in the the softer side of Mellon Collie/The
don't give a f*&%." The crowd seemed Pumpkin's songbook and was wonder- Aeroplane Flies High era, the show
ing where all of it came from . Their may not have been the most enjoyable
to enjoy his attitude.
for a final song wasn't ideal Pumpkins performance.
choice
All in all, the show left me with
A completely unrecognizable
either.
mixed feelings. I was pleased to hear a

Christmas gift ideas that won't break your college budget ·
Amstffy S~th
ta Wnter
In addition to the poor economic
condition, being a penniless college
student may leave you wondering,
"What am I going to buy my friends
and loved ones for Christmas this
year?"
Not to fret, I've a creative, inexpensive, and fun list of gift ideas that'll add
some joy and spunk to your Christmas
shopping list. Some ideas are conventional; others are highly thoughtful
and unique. Either way, this list should
get your brain out of the studying zone
and into the Christmas zone.
With Christmas rolling around,
remember to bear in mind the true
spirit of the holidays. Remind the ones
you love and care about how much
they mean to you.
. "When we express and feel love and
kindness toward others, it not only
makes others feel loved and cared for,
but it helps us also to develop inner
happiness and peace" - The Dalai
Lama

Think "Bucket List"
In a casual conversation, ask your
loved one what's on his or her "bucket
list" aka "things to do before you die."
Let's pretend they said "learn to sing,"

"travel to England," "run a marathon," With Christmas rolling around, remember to bear in
and "write a book." Now, purchase a
·
• •
.
toy microphone Cfor singing), a post- mind the true spint of the holidays. Remind the ones
card with a picture of England, a stop- you Jove and care about how much they mean to you.
watch (for running), and a blank hardcover book (for writing a book). It's
silly but fun. In a card, remind them to Create a CD of the songs that remind Destress their life. Purchase a collection of wonderfully scented canpursue their dreams.
you of your loved one.
dles/ aromatherapy oils/ stress balls.
Create a coupon book of "favors" Get a DVD of one of your friend's
favorite movies (if he/she doesn't have A brand new cozy pair of sweator good deeds
pants-who doesn't love sweatpants?
For example, you could write "free it already).
for one movie night," "free for one
homemade dinner," "a night of Bake it. Make a batch of Create a collage or scrapbook of
stargazing at the park," or "free for one cookies/brownies with colorful frost- special photos of you and your loved
car vacuuming job." What a way to ings and decorations. Wrap them up one.
Cookie Comer style.
show you care!
Beanie Hats Again they are cheap,
Purchase a bi-folding picture Create a personalized calendar and almost everyone loves em'.
full of fun photos, quotes, birthdays,
frame (at Target or TJ Max).
and
made up holidays (such as A blank journal or sketch pad
On one side, put a picture of you and
"National
Cheesecake Day). Be cre- (you can find some really cool ones at
your loved one, and on the other side,
Barnes and Nobles or Borders!!)
have
fun J
ative,
pick out a poem, song, quote, or memorable story that reminds you of them
Buy a coffee mug and fill it with Juniors and Seniors: Cool shot
and shows how much you care.
candy and decorations and/ or fill a glasses or bottle openers, with a few
Heineken's in the mix.
teacup full of herbal teas and flowers.
Create a "basics" gift basket
What does your significant other use
everyday? What is bis or her favorite Purchase a 10-15 dollar gift card Best of All! Write a note or create a
food? The point is to be funny and cre- to their favorite food/ drink place card telling your friend or loved one
ative. Is it the coffee maker? Get (Starbucks, Chipotle, Whole Foods, how much they mean to you. If that is _.
too cliche, you could also create a list of
him/ her some coffee filters. Does he or Dairy Queen, or Pizza Hut)
your favorite memories with that pershe absolutely love peanut butter? Get
son.
a few jars and top with a bow.
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COMMUNITY/CAMPUS EVENTS
Monday-Friday, Dec. 8-12
Snow Week!
Celebrate the first snow as we wind
down the school year with the many
fun activities sponsored by Student
Activities. Enjoy a jumping castle, hot
chocolate, and a snow ball fight, as
well as a photo session with Santa at
the Snow Ball!
Tuesday, December 9
RU Reading
Ken Phillips, professor of Fine Arts
will be reading selections of his original works. The reading will be held
from 4-5 p.m. at the Fireplace Lounge
in Dayton Memorial Library. Light
refreshments will be served. All are
welcome.

.,._

Wednesday,December10
Jesuit Mission Group Offers
Advent Reflection
Take some time away from the "bustle"of the holiday season and join us
for lunch and Advent Reflections
offered by Eileen O'Brien, Ken
Phillips and Kathy Schaefer. For
more information contact Patti
Schoeninger 303-458-4347, Mary
Cook 303-964-5146, or Richard
delliVeneri 303-964-3656.
Friday, December 12
Lights, Lessons, and Carols
Come and celebrate the spirit of

Christmas with beautiful music and
reflections from our Regis community
in anticipation of the birth of Jesus
Christ. The service will be held at 4
p.m. in the Regis Chapel.
Last Call for Apogee submissions!
Are you a fine arts fiend? Do you have
a passion for poetry? A fancy for photography? A fixation for fiction?
Apogee, the literary magazine on campus wants to showcase your work!
Send
your
submissions
to
apogee@regis.edu by December 12,
2008. See InSite for Submission
Guidelines, or contact Jillian
Deganhart at degan68o@regis.edu or
Abby
Hickman
at
hickm948@regis.edu.

held at Jefferson Unitarian Church
(14350 W. 32nd Ave., Golden,
Colorado 80401) at 7:00 p.m.
Participants will experience a sanctuary for healing through music, spoken
word, and candle lighting. For more
information contact Dr. Sally
Spencer-Thomas at 303-458-4323 or
sspencer@regis.edu.

people to share their stories of healing
through many forms of writing poetry, short story or personal narrative. Entries should describe personal
accounts and demonstrate hope and
recovery. See InSite for entry guidelines, or contact Liza Gallegos at egal1ego@regis.edu for any questions.

Sunday, December 21
Father Woody's Christmas Party
Friday, December 19
Father Woody's Christmas Party, will
President's Christmas Party
be held at the Sheraton Hotel
Fr. Michael Sheeran, S.J.,
Downtown (Formerly the Adams
President of Regis University
Mark Hotel) from 9:00 a.m.-4:00
cordially invites all faculty and staff
p.m. This year, there is a pressing
to his 2008 Christmas gathering
from 5-7 p.m. at the Regis University, need for volunteers to work at the
Lowell Campus, Student Center Father Woody Christmas Party. In
years past, Regis University students
Dining Room.
have filled many of those volunteer
spots but because of the timing most
Saturday, December 20
will
have already returned home for
Residence Halls Close
Monday, December 15
Christmas
break. For more informaAll
residence
halls
(Desmet,
Holiday Healing Candlelight
tion about volunteering for the party
&
O'Connell,
West,
Residence
Ceremony
The empty chair at the holiday table Ignatian Village) close at noon. The or how to donate contact Brittany
can be a painful reminder ofloss dur- halls will re-open on January 10th at Shankle, Father Woody, program
ing an otherwise celebratory season. 8 a.m. If you have any questions about assistant, at bshankle@regis.edu.
Many are grieving loved ones who this please see your Resident
Residence
Life Monday, J<tnuary 12
have died, while others may find that Assistant,
they are struggling with the loss of Coordinator, or call 303-458-4991 for Classes Begin ·
Welcome back after Winter break!
jobs and homes. The fourth annual information.
Classes for Spring Semester 2009
Holiday
Healing
Candlelight
begin.
Last
call!
Hope
Illuminated
Ceremony provides people support
and a time for reflection during this Writing Contest
season. The interfaith service is free People often suffer in silence and use
and open to the public and will be writing to cope. We are encouraging
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Solution can be found at krazydad.com/sudoku,
"Tough" puzzle #100.
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Solution can be found at krazydad.com/sudoku,
"Easy" puzzle #100.
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Solution can be found at krazydad.com/sudoku,
"Intermediate" puzzle #100.

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Fall Semester 2008
Monday, Dec.15 through Friday, Dec. 19
Class Time

Class Meets

Exam Time

Exam Day

Exam Date

8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:25 a.m.
10:SO a.m.
12:lS p.m.
l:4S p.m.
3:15 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

MWF
MWF or MW
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF or MW
MW
M

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
l:lS p.m.
l:lS p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
1:15 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
l:lS p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

Wednesday
Friday
Wednesday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday

Dec.17
Dec.19
Dec.17
Dec.ls
Dec.19
Dec.IS
Dec.17
Dec.ls
Dec.IS
Dec.17
Dec.18
Dec.18
Dec.16
Dec.16
Dec.16
Dec.16
Dec.18
Dec.16
Dec.18

w

TR
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR
T
R

NOTE: Final examinations are 2 hours in length and are held in the room where the class regularly meets. Final examinations for all cours-

es in which the Day/Time schedule ts To-Be-Announced (TBAs) and Independent/Special Studies are to be arranged with the instructor.

